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This machine is mainly made up of gear, rack. ratchet whee I and clutch, applic able 
for disassembly and assembly of spring shock absorber for AUDI. JETTA. SANTANA. 
pony car, imported car, jeep and touring car. It can compress andlocate the spring atany 
position, with easy operation. quick speed and reliable safety. 

f Main technical parameters 

Ma,c. Diameter of the spring lo be disassembled and assembled: 200 mm 
Max. Height of the spring to be disassembled and assembled: 500 mm 
External dimensions: 350 ,c 359 x 110 mm 
Net weight: 31 kg 

II Operation 

1.lf the lower base of absorber spring is slanting hanger bracket. accessory ·cushion 
block· shall be put into the supporting clamp arm (into the left arm for left slanting, vice 
versa); if the lower base is horizontal hanger bracket, "cushionblock ·shall not bepulinto. 
The assembly and clamp principle of this machine is that if hanger bracketjs positioned 
on the supporting clamp arm, the shock absorber shall be relatively in parallel with rack. 
Then the supporling clamp arm shall be locked, and make sure that lock nut is tightened 
and the hanger bracket is fixed. 

2.Compressing spring: pull the handle to make left and rightcompression arms in the
position where spring can be hooked and compressed. Then adjust left and right supper 
ting clamp arms (Adjust up or down according to spiral angle and diameter of Spring, to 
ensure the consistence between two compression arms and spring spiral angle). 

3.Adju!':t the lwo l.;nuckles forward or backwardaccording to spiralangle and diameter
of spring. to ensure relative parallel b etween shock absorber and rack when spring is 
compressed. If lhe hanger bracket inclines forward or backward. reverseadjuslment can 
be taken by using the two kunckles and the knuckle nut is lightened. 

4 .Sometimes adjustment of items 2 and 3 need to be done alternately. 
5.Pull the handle (clockwise) to compress spring slowly. stop it at the position where

11 is convenient for operation. 
6.Loosening spring: First pull the handle clockwise for about 1 / 4 circle toloosenself

iock device of clutch. and then turn handle slowly anticlockwise to reset the so ring. 

II[ Attentions 

1.While compressing spring. downward looking in operation is absolutely prohibited. 
Thal is operator mustn t face the upper base of spring, in case of accident due to error 
operation. 

2.Regularly check whether each part of machine is in good condition and lubricate the 
rack for maintenance. 

J. Filling oil in the friction disk of clutch is prohibited.
4.lf some hanger brackel springs incline too much in compression ( on the occasion

when it even cant be adjusted by means of item 2 of the operation). we can adopt the 
following method: tighten round nut and fix compression arm bracket. and ensure the 
hangerbracketshock absorber in relative parallel with the rack in adoption of the method 
of remalning a baseline with the supporting clamp arm. 
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Fig. 2 Suspension assembly 
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